
East African cuisine is a treasure trove of flavour. The signature seasonings, BBQ marinades and sauces of
Tanzania and Ethiopia are being explored across the globe.

Berbere Spice Blend is Ethiopia's most popular seasoning. Its hot, sweet and deep flavour is perfect for
chicken stew and meats, as well as lentils and vegetables. The blend contains an array of spices including
paprika, allspice, coriander, cardamom, ginger, cinnamon and cayenne pepper to name a few. 
PAPRIKA - Paprika is the dried, ground pods of Capsicum annuum L., a red capsicum. Smoked paprika is
made from smoking and drying capsicum. It has a rich smoky flavour and vibrant colour.
SEA SALT - Sea salt is a mineral comprising mainly sodium chloride and is found in the sea. It is one of the
most loved seasonings throughout human history and has been sourced around the world for centuries. Sea
salts differ in colour and flavour depending on the minerals in the local water and how and where they are
harvested.
CORIANDER - Coriander seeds have a mild, sweet citrus flavour that is well suited to Asian and Mexican
cuisines.
ONION POWDER - Onion powder is dried, ground onion and is an important flavouring in almost every
country in the world. When combined with other ingredients, onion's flavour is rarely overwhelming or
assertive. Onion powder is great in soups, egg dishes, sauces and casseroles.
CARDAMOM - Cardamom is native to southern India and has a slightly sweet, savoury and bold flavour
with citric elements. It can be used in both sweet and savoury dishes. It can be used for sauces, seafood,
meats, poultry, vegetables and even desserts or pastries or other baked goods. It also can be used in coffee 
and other beverages. Use sparingly.
CINNAMON - Cinnamon has a warm, sweet flavour, with the quills best used in slow-cooked dishes such
as stews, curries, tagines and bolognaise sauces, as they will keep their shape and give the dish a rich and
intense flavour during cooking. Ground cinnamon is best used to spice up hot drinks, cakes and pastries.
CAYENNE PEPPER - Cayenne pepper, also known as red pepper, is hot and spicy. An earthy hot pepper,
cayenne has mild chilli flavour notes making it suitable to add sparingly to most dishes.
BLACK PEPPER - Black pepper is native to India and has been around since ancient times. Black pepper
is flavourful and pungent and comes as whole, cracked peppercorns or ground into powder.
GINGER - Ginger is native to south-eastern Asia and has a pungent, aromatic and hot flavour.
ALLSPICE - Allspice is a cured, unripe berry. It has a warm, fragrant aroma that tastes like a mixture of
cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger and cloves. Allspice adds a touch of warmth to meats and winter vegetables.
Whole allspice also works well in beverages or curries. (Remember to remove the whole allspice before
serving.) Ground allspice can be mixed with juices, brown sugar and oil to create a sauce, salad dressing or
marinade for pork, fish or chicken.
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Pronunciation Guide 
• Berbere [brr-bay-RAY]



There are so many uplifting ingredients that can be added to drinks, soups and sips. Here are a few to
inspire:

APPLES - Apples have the highest antioxidant capacity of Australia's most popular fruits, are rich in
nutrients that are vital for good health and disease prevention.  Apples contain dietary fibre, potassium,
vitamin C, essential minerals such as calcium for healthy bones and teeth, iron to help transport oxygen in
the body and zinc for the immune system and have a low glycemic index.

CLEMENTINE - Clementine is a hybrid between a mandarin and a sweet orange. The exterior is a deep
orange colour with a smooth, glossy appearance. Similar to tangerines, they tend to be easy to peel and are
typically juicy and sweet, with less acid than oranges.

TURMERIC - Turmeric is best when paired with other spices and herbs with complementary flavour profiles,
like cinnamon, black pepper and ginger. Outside of the spice aisle, partner turmeric with coconut milk to
create authentic homemade curries. Scientific evidence has been building around the potential health
benefits, including anti-inflammatory properties of curcumin, a compound in turmeric. 

CAYENNE PEPPER - Cayenne pepper also known as red pepper, is hot and spicy. An earthy hot pepper,
cayenne has mild chilli flavour notes making it suitable to add sparingly to most dishes and drinks.

DANDELION - Dandelion greens are found on all continents and have been gathered for food since
prehistory, but the varieties cultivated for consumption are mainly native to Eurasia. To make leaves more
palatable, they are often blanched to remove bitterness, or sautéed in the same way as spinach. The flower
petals, along with other ingredients, usually including citrus, are used to make dandelion wine and is one of
the ingredients of root beer. Also, dandelions were once delicacies eaten by the Victorian gentry, mostly in
salads and sandwiches.  Dandelion leaves contain abundant vitamins and minerals, especially vitamins A, C,
and K, and are good sources of calcium, potassium, iron, and manganese.

MINT - Mint is a popular herb that can be used fresh or dried in many dishes and infusions. There are
around 15 to 20 plant species in the mint family, including peppermint and spearmint.  While used in many
savoury formats, mint has often been used to aid digestion and add a refreshing taste to drinks. 
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Wellness never tasted so good. Breakfast boosts, snacking soups and end-of-day sips feature robust 
flavours and uplifting ingredients like cucumber, dandelion greens, ginger, turmeric and cayenne pepper. 

Awaken, stay energised, rebalance and, above all, enjoy. 
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Sources: 
http://www.aussieapples.com.au/health/nutritional-value/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clementine 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taraxacum 



Sushi isn't the only bite-sized food Japan has to offer. Izakayas - Japanese gastropubs - serve up casual tasting
plates, similar to Spanish tapas. Featuring bold glazes, seaweed seasonings and tangy dipping sauces, these

dishes are an explosion of flavour. 

FURIKAKE SEASONING - Furikake seasoning is sprinkled on everything in Japan, from rice and noodles to
vegetables and seafood. This coarse mixture of seaweed, sesame, dried seafood, sugar and salt offers
umami deliciousness and a subtle sweet flavour.

UMAMI - Umami or savoury taste, is one of the five basic tastes (together with sweetness, sourness,
bitterness, and saltiness).  It has been described as brothy or meaty.

MISO - Miso, also known as fermented soybean paste, can be transformed into a glaze that adds a mild
and sweet flavour to dishes. Miso glaze is often added to fish such as salmon, but you can use it in soups,
salads and marinades to enhance the flavours of other foods.

YAKITORI - Yakitori is a Japanese type of skewered chicken. Its preparation involves skewering the meat
which are then grilled over a charcoal fire. Afterwards, they are grilled over a charcoal fire. During or after
cooking, the meat is typically seasoned with a sauce or salt.

ONIGIRI - Onigiri, or rice ball, is a Japanese food made from cooked white rice formed into triangular or
cylindrical shapes and often wrapped in nori (seaweed). Traditionally, an onigiri is filled with pickled salty or
sour ingredients. Due to the popularity of this trend in Japan, onigiri has become a popular staple in
Japanese restaurants worldwide.

Pronunciation Guide 
• Izakaya [IS-a-ky-a]     • Onigiri [o-NI-gee-ree]     • Furikake [fu-ree-CAW-kay]

• Yakitori [yaw-KIT-or-ee]
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Wrap seasoned chicken in bok choy.

HOW TO MAKE RICE BALLS

Form cooked rice around wrapped
chicken.

Coat in panko crumbs and fry.



Take to the streets for the latest fusing of global cuisines. Carts, trucks and food halls are merging high-flavour
fillings with unique crepes, buns and breads for loaded street fare you eat with your hands.

EGG CREPES - Egg crepes are just that - egg and crepe batter cooked together, then filled and rolled up
like a burrito. They can be filled with so many flavourful cuisines, including Asian flavours or regional American
flavours. Store them between layers of baking paper on a large plate. Cover them with plastic wrap and
refrigerate for up to 2 days. You can reheat the crepes in a hot, oiled frying pan, turning to crisp both sides. 

BAO BUNS - Bao Buns are a Chinese steamed bread roll with a filling of meat or vegetables. In China,
these soft, steamed buns are typically served up savoury. But, with a simple sweet dough and classic pie
fillings, you can create the ultimate handheld dessert-like a British banoffee pie bao with bananas, cream,
cinnamon and toffee. 

GYROS - Gyros is a Greek dish generally made of meat cooked on a vertical rotisserie and served wrapped
in a flatbread such as pita, with tomato, onion, and tzatziki sauce.

AREPA - Arepa is an iconic food in Colombia, with some 75 distinct forms of preparation. According to a
study conducted by the Colombian Academia of Gastronomy, ‘The arepa is part of our cultural heritage.’ 

Pronunciation Guide 
• Arepa [a-ray-pa]     • Bao [ba-ou]
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Form dough into round corn cakes.

HOW TO MAKE AREPAS

Cook both sides until golden brown. Fill arepas.

Cook thin egg crepe batter in pan until
lightly browned.

HOW TO MAKE EGG CREPES

Spoon filling down the centre. Fold or roll crepe to enclose the filling.


